We describe how multirefence dynamic correlation theories can be naturally obtained as single-reference correlation theories in a canonically transformed frame. Such canonically transformed correlation theories are very simple and involve identical expressions to their single-reference counterparts. The corresponding excitations involve quasiparticles rather than the bare particles of the system. High-order density matrices (or their approximations) and the numerical metric instabilities common to multireference correlation theories do not appear. As an example, we formulate the Bogoliubov canonically transformed version of second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory and demonstrate its performance in hydrogen, water, and nitrogen bond dissociation.
Multireference correlation remains a driving force for the development of new quantum chemical methods. Typically the orbitals are divided into two sets: an active space with near-degeneracies and an external set of empty or core orbitals. There are now many methods to describe the correlation in the active orbitals for active spaces with up to 50 orbitals, to produce a multireference active space wavefunction |Ψ 0 that is formally the sum of many determinants. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] The remaining challenge is to efficiently describe the correlation outside of the active space, involving the external orbitals. We refer to this as the dynamic correlation problem in a multireference setting.
Dynamic correlation from a single reference (single determinant) can be considered well understood, and is well-captured by low-order perturbation theory (such as Møller-Plesset perturbation theory), 19, 20 configuration interaction, 19, 20 or coupled cluster methods. [21] [22] [23] Analogues of these methods for multireference problems, such as multireference perturbation theory, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] multireference configuration interaction, [30] [31] [32] [33] and multireference coupled cluster and canonical transformation [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] methods have also been formulated. However, all of these multireference formulations are algebraically more opaque and computationally much more expensive than their single-reference counterparts.
Here we define a natural framework to construct multireference dynamic correlation methods with precisely the same equations, and same complexity, as existing well-known and well-understood single-reference theories. The idea is to consider dynamic correlation within the framework of canonically transformed interactions and quasiparticles. Within such a view, the multireference initial state is viewed as a "vacuum" of the quasiparticles, and the Hamiltonian is expressed in terms of a modified set of "integrals". Once these integrals are defined, the correlation treatment is precisely that of a single-reference theory. Thus complications common to multireference methods, such as high-order density matrices and singular metrics, do not appear. Similar motivations have led to Mukherjee and Kutzelnigg's earlier formulation of the generalized normal ordering and Wick's theorem. 43, 44 However, as we shall see, we will work within a different framework which does not lead to the same formalism or methods. (We discuss the relationship briefly below).
We start with a multireference state |Ψ 0 , a sum of many determinants. The corresponding Hamiltonian, in terms of the bare particle creation and annihilation operators (c, c † ), iŝ
where t pq and v pqrs are the usual one-and antisymmetrized two-electron integrals, respectively. The multireference state is related to a determinant via a manyparticle canonical (unitary) transformationÛ
It is common to parametrizeÛ by an anti-Hermitian operatorÂ, such thatÛ = expÂ. However, such a parametrization is not necessary and we will not use it here. We now introduce the canonically transformed frame (see e.g. Ref. 45 ) by transforming to the quasiparticle operators 
We can further regard the quasiparticle determinant
where we relabel the quasiparticle operators a † To determine the quasiparticle operators a ( †) with respect to the Fermi vacuum, we expand them as polynomials in the bare particle operators c ( †) ,
where α, β are defined byÛ . SinceÛ only acts in the active space, the quasiparticle α, β coefficients only differ from 0 and 1 in the active space. If we truncate Eq. (5) at a finite order of the polynomial, it is simple to deduce α, β from the low-order density matrices of the multireference state. For example, in the lowest-order case, we truncate Eq. (5) after α (1) and β (1) , which corresponds to the Bogoliubov transformation
46-48
where
Together with the normalization condition, α (1) and β (1) are determined by the single-particle density matrix of |Ψ 0 . If we assume that c, c † generate the natural orbital basis of |Ψ 0 , i.e. Ψ 0 |c † p c q |Ψ 0 = n p δ pq , evaluating α (1) and β (1) is particularly simple; from the inverse (restricted) Bogoliubov transformation
p↑ , where here p is a spatial orbital index), we obtain
and thus β p = √ n p and α p = 1 − n p . Note that the equality between |Ψ 0 and |vac(a, a † ) in Eq. (7) is now only approximate, since the polynomial expansion of a
is truncated. Moving to higher orders in the polynomial, we can determine products such as β (1) α (2) from the twoparticle density matrix of |Ψ 0 , thus allowing the full expansion in Eq. (5) to be obtained.
The coefficients α and β completely define the quasiparticle operators a and a † and their associated vacuum |vac(a, a † ) F . Once α and β coefficients are determined, the quasiparticle operators a and a † are normal ordered with respect to this (effectively multireference) Fermi vacuum. It is appropriate here to compare to the multireference normal ordering introduced by Mukherjee and Kutzelnigg.
44 They defined the multireference normal ordered operator pair {c †
The Mukherjee-Kutzelnigg formalism arises by truncating after the first two terms, and setting C 1 = 1, with C 0 being fixed by the vacuum expectation value. However, even the simple possible Bogoliubov quasiparticle truncation includes the first four terms. The quasiparticle operators a ( †) acting on the vacuum define natural excitations to incorporate into the correlation theory. We first introduce convenient indicial notation. It is usual to choose a convention for the Fermi vacuum where we divide the operators a ( †) into 3 classes: (i) occupied (core) orbitals with indices i, j; (ii) active orbitals with indices x, y; and (iii) empty (external) orbitals with indices a, b. For the general indices we continue using p, q, r, s. We create the excitations of the system by creating even sets of quasiparticles with respect to |vac(a, a † ) F ≡ |vac F , e.g.
Each of the kets generated by these excitations is orthonormal, and the correlated wavefunction is
To determine the expansion coefficients C we require the matrix elements of the excitations with the Hamiltonian, e.g. ia|Ĥ(a, a † )|vac F . One way is to evaluate these terms with the identification
The r.h.s. of Eq. (12) can be computed from the density matrices of |Ψ 0 . Alternatively, we can more simply determine the coefficients ofĤ(a, a † ) by substituting c(a, a † ) intoĤ(c, c † ) (the inverse of Eq. (5) into Eq. (1)), givinĝ
where superscripts ( †) indicate summation over all possible combinations of creation and annihilation operators. H(a, a † ) contains non-particle-number-conserving terms, since we are using a Fermi vacuum, and higher-body operators also appear.
Note that if we truncate the polynomial for a(c, c † ), defining the transformationĤ(a, a † ) = H(c(a, a † ), c † (a, a † )) yields different expressions than working directly with the matrix elements ofĤ(c, c † ) in the r.h.s. of Eq. (12). However, determiningĤ(a, a † ) from the transformation is simpler computationally, and does not involve high-order density matrices unlike working with |Ψ 0 (c, c † ) andĤ(c, c † ), thus we work with the former here.
We now have all that is necessary to define a multireference dynamic correlation method with precisely the same form and equations as a single-reference correlation method. We refer to these methods as canonically transformed correlation methods. As a simple example, we consider canonically transformed Møller-Plesset second-order perturbation theory (CT-MP2), where we truncate the polynomial a(c, c † ) at the level of the restricted Bogoliubov transformation in the natural orbital basis (Eq. (7)). In this case,Ĥ(a, a † ) only contains up to two-particle terms, which we write explicitly after normal ordering aŝ
We choose the zeroth-order HamiltonianĤ 0 =t pq a † p a q and semicanonicalizet pq → e p δ pq . Then the second-order correlation energy from double excitations is
where we allow indices p, q, r, s run over ij → ab, ij → xy, and xy → ab excitations. Eq. (15) reduces to the standard MP2 expression in the single-reference limit. Since CT-MP2 energy expression involves the sum of the orbital energies rather than their difference, the denominator D pqrs = (e p + e q + e r + e s ) can only become zero if the underlying reference state |vac F is unstable, i.e. if at least one of e p < 0. In this situation the quasiparticle vacuum state energy can be lowered through orbital rotations. Contributions from single excitations also arise from terms such asg pq a † p a † q of Eq. (14) . These may vanish in the original theory involving |Ψ 0 (e.g. for an orbital optimized multireference state) but are not strictly zero here because |vac F ≈ |Ψ 0 . We do not include such single excitations here.
It is instructive to analyze the relationship between CT-MP2 and the standard single-reference MP2 theory. There are several contributions to the summation in Eq. (15) . Contributions from core to external orbitals (ij → ab) are equivalent to those in the singlereference case, since α i = 0, β i = 1, α a = 1, β a = 0 and the denominator D ijab is the standard MP2 denominator e a +e b −e i −e j , where the sign change is due to the use of the Fermi vacuum. Let us now analyze contributions that arise from active orbitals. In particular, we consider energy contributions from active to external orbitals (xy → ab), where x and y are weakly occupied (n x,y ≈ 0), which involve matrix elements xyab|Ĥ |vac F = v xyab β x β y . For deviations away from the single-reference Fermi vacuum (ǫ) we can write
. At order ǫ 0 , no contributions to the energy arise, since β x = 0. The energy contribution at order ǫ 1 is proportional to (v xyab ǫ x ǫ y ) 2 scaled by the denominator (e a + e b + e x + e y ). We see that this is similar to a standard MP2 expression involving the active orbitals as if they are singly occupied, but with the integral contributions rescaled by a term on the order of the orbital occupancy (ǫ 2 x ≈ n x ). Similar analysis can be performed for the strongly occupied active orbitals with n x,y ≈ 1, where the standard MP2 contributions from xyab|Ĥ |vac F appear at order ǫ 0 , while new terms arise at order ǫ 1 due to the deviation from single-reference Fermi vacuum.
In Figures 1, 2 , and 3 we demonstrate results of CT-MP2 for the dissociation of H 2 and N 2 , as well as double bond-stretching of water, relative to full configuration interaction (CI). We compare the performance of CT-MP2 to that of the conventional MP2 theory and the complete active space second-order perturbation theory (CASPT2). The CT-MP2 total energy was obtained by summing the corresponding CASSCF reference energy and the correlation energy computed via Eq. (15) . In all three tests CT-MP2 yields continuous potential energy curves (PECs), whereas single-reference MP2 theory diverges at large bond distances. Note that CT-MP2 has the same computational cost as MP2. CT-MP2 does not perform as well as CASPT2, overestimating the correlation energy at the dissociation limit. This can be traced to the decrease in quality of the Bogoli- ubov transformed vacuum |vac F (which lies considerably above the restricted Hartree-Fock determinant in energy) at longer distances; this can easily be cured by particle number projection. [49] [50] [51] [52] Nonetheless, even in its current form, CT-MP2 demonstrates the possibility for a simple perturbation theory with single-reference cost to provide qualitatively reasonable potential energy curves for bond dissociation.
In summary, we have formulated a transformation framework that expresses multireference theories for dynamic correlation in a simple and natural way, similar to that of the single-reference methods. Our approach works in a canonically transformed frame of quasiparticles, equating the quasiparticle vacuum to the multireference state. The determination of the canonical transformation can be carried out from the low-order density matrices of the multireference wavefunction. We demonstrated the theory using a lowest-order expansion of the quasiparticles, which corresponds to a Bogoliubov transformation. The corresponding canonically transformed second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory has single-reference cost (no high-order density matrices appear) but is still able to dissociate multiple bonds, as we demonstrated in the H 2 , N 2 , and H 2 O molecules. There are many possible extensions of this general framework; other kinds of multireference dynamic correlation methods can be formulated as canonically transformed versions of the single-reference theories, with exactly the single-reference computational scaling. Further, the quality of higher-level polynomial expansions of the quasiparticle operators must be tested. These are all intriguing possibilities to explore.
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